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Abstract 

Sleep is a highly conserved feature of animal life characterized by dramatic changes in 

behavior, neural physiology and gene expression. The gene regulatory factors responsible for 

these sleep-dependent changes remain largely unknown. microRNAs are post-transcriptional 

modulators of gene expression which have been implicated in sleep regulation. Our previous 

screen identified 25 sleep-regulating microRNAs in Drosophila melanogaster, including the 

developmental regulator bantam (ban). Here we show that ban promotes early nighttime sleep 

through a population of glutamatergic neurons- the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral Mushroom 

Body Output Neurons (MBONs). We found that knockdown of ban in these neurons led to a 

reduction in early night sleep. The γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs were previously shown 

to be wake-promoting, suggesting that ban acts to inhibit these neurons. GCaMP calcium 

imaging revealed that bantam inhibits the neural activity of the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral 

MBONs during the night but not the day. Blocking synaptic transmission in the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs rescued the effect of ban knockdown on sleep. Together 

these results suggest that ban promotes night sleep via the inhibition of the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs. RNAseq further revealed that bantam negatively 

regulates the wake-promoting mRNAs Kelch and CCHamide-2 receptor in the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs. These experiments establish bantam as an active 

regulator of sleep and neural activity within the fly brain.  

Introduction 

Sleep is a behavioral state involving coordinated changes in gene expression and 

physiological activity across the brain and body. The decision to sleep is one that requires 

integration of information about both the internal state of the animal and its immediate external 

environment. Sleep circuitry has therefore evolved to have both dedicated and modulatory 

neuronal elements (Beckwith and French, 2019; Saper and Fuller, 2017; Shafer and Keene, 
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2021). Using multiple approaches, a still-expanding set of genes has also been linked to sleep 

(reviewed in Webb and Fu, 2020). A key challenge to the field of sleep is localizing the effect of 

a given sleep-regulating gene to a specific cell-type and physiological process.  

Many of the identified sleep genes are involved in gene expression, including post-

transcriptional regulators such as microRNAs. microRNAs are non-coding RNA transcripts 

approximately 22 bp in size that act to regulate mRNA expression (Huntzinger and Izaurralde, 

2011). As part of the RNA-Induced-Silencing-Complex (RISC), microRNAs bind to 

complementary sequences known as microRNA Response Elements (MREs) on target mRNAs, 

generally within their 3’ UTRs. microRNA-mRNA binding reduces mRNA expression by 

promoting mRNA degradation or translational silencing. In the mammalian brain, microRNA 

expression is altered by sleep loss and expression of specific microRNAs induces changes in 

sleep and EEG (Davis et al., 2007; Davis et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2011) and multiple human 

sleep pathologies are associated with changes in microRNA expression (Holm et al., 2014).  

In Drosophila, several microRNAs have been identified as regulators of sleep and 

circadian rhythmicity (Chen and Rosbash, 2017; Xia et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021) and this 

organism provides a useful system for modeling microRNA regulation of sleep. The fruit fly 

exhibits a homeostatically-regulated and circadian-timed diurnal sleep state characterized by a 

distinct posture, an increased arousal threshold and alterations in neural activity (Hendricks et 

al., 2000; Nitz et al., 2002; Shaw et al., 2000). The relatively simplified genome and nervous 

system of the fly as well as a versatile set of tools for their manipulation has allowed for the 

characterization of many sleep regulating genes and neural circuits (Shafer and Keene, 2021). 

To address the role of microRNAs in this behavior, we have used microRNA sponges, artificial 

RNA transcripts with multiple MREs for specific microRNAs to knockdown function (Fulga et al., 

2015; Loya et al., 2009). Our recent screen of 143 microRNA sponges in Drosophila identified 

25 sleep-regulating microRNAs-- 8 that promoted wake and 17 that promoted sleep (Goodwin et 
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al., 2018). The latter group included bantam (ban), a microRNA which was initially identified as 

a growth promoting gene and has since been shown to be implicated in neurite growth and 

circadian rhythmicity (Jiang et al., 2014; Kadener et al., 2009; Lerner et al., 2015; Parrish et al., 

2009). Although ban exhibits expression in multiple tissues throughout the lifespan of the fly, the 

cellular locus, target mRNA(s) and physiological basis of its sleep-regulating effects were 

unknown.  

Here we map the nighttime sleep-promoting effect of ban to a subset of wake-promoting 

glutamatergic neurons- the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs (mushroom body output 

neurons). The mushroom body has been previously implicated in sleep, with each neuronal 

subtype in this structure having different functions (Aso et al., 2014b; Joiner et al., 2006; Pitman 

et al., 2006; Sitaraman et al., 2015b). ban promotes nighttime sleep by inhibiting the neural 

activity of the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs by downregulation of its wake-promoting 

target mRNAs Kelch (kel) and CCHamide-2 receptor (CCHa2-R).  

  

Results 

In order to investigate the role of ban in sleep, we utilized a microRNA sponge transgene 

to reduce its levels (Fulga et al., 2015). We had previously shown that pan-neuronal (with nSyb-

GAL4) expression of the bantam sponge (ban-SP) led to a reduction in sleep (Goodwin et al., 

2018), indicating that ban acts in the nervous system to promote sleep. Since sleep-regulating 

genes can exert their effects at different stages throughout the lifespan of an animal, as 

developmental regulators contributing to the formation of sleep circuits (Chakravarti Dilley et al., 

2020; Gong et al., 1998; Xie et al., 2019) or as active regulators of adult sleep (for review see 

Crocker and Sehgal, 2010) it was important to determine the temporal window of ban action. 

We made use of an inducible expression system to control sponge expression. ban-SP was 
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placed under the control of the pan-neuronal driver nSyb-GAL4 and a ubiquitously expressed 

temperature-sensitive inhibitor of GAL4 activity- tubulin-GAL80ts (McGuire et al., 2003). In this 

genotype, ban-SP is expressed at 29oC, but not at 17-18oC. Female nSyb>ban-SP, tubulin-

GAL80ts flies were raised at 17oC and then shifted to 29oC post-eclosion and for the duration of 

the sleep assay. Adult-specific pan-neuronal knockdown of ban led to a significant reduction in 

daytime and nighttime sleep compared to control animals expressing a scrambled sponge 

transgene (UAS-scr-SP) (Figure 1A). This reduction was most prominent in the early night, 

ZT12-ZT18 (Figure 1A). nSyb>ban-SP, tubulin-GAL80ts flies also exhibited increased sleep-

latency (time before sleep onset following lights off) (Supplementary Figure 1A). In contrast, 

developmental knockdown of ban led to a significant reduction in daytime, but not nighttime, 

sleep (Supplementary Figure 1B). These results indicate that in the adult brain, ban acts acutely 

to promote early night sleep.  

We next sought to localize the effect of ban on sleep to a specific population of neurons. 

We expressed CD8::GFP under control of the ban-GAL4 driver (generous gift of Sebastian 

Kadener) to examine the expression pattern of ban in the adult brain (Figure 1B). 

Immunohistochemistry of ban>CD8::GFP brains revealed high GFP staining in both the intrinsic 

and extrinsic cells of the mushroom body (MB; Figure 1B), a centrally located neuropil with a 

well-characterized role in Drosophila sleep (Joiner et al., 2006; Pitman et al., 2006). The 

mushroom body scaffold is composed of the axonal projections of Kenyon cells (intrinsic cells), 

which communicate with several populations of extrinsic cells. The primarily input cell type is 

dopaminergic (Mao and Davis, 2009), while the primary output of Kenyon cells is via synapses 

onto the dendrites of Mushroom Body Output Neurons (MBONs) (Aso et al., 2014a). Given the 

high expression level of ban-GAL4 in the MB a/b core, we first examined whether ban 

expression in Kenyon cells was necessary for normal sleep. Expression of ban-SP under the 

powerful Kenyon cell driver OK107-GAL4 had no effect on sleep (Supplementary Figure 2A), 
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indicating that ban does not regulate sleep through MB intrinsic cells. We next tested the effect 

of ban knockdown on dopaminergic neurons. Expression of ban-SP under the dopaminergic 

driver TH-GAL4 also had no effect on nighttime sleep, although it did lead to a small increase in 

daytime sleep (Supplementary Figure 2B). These results suggested that the cells in the 

ban>CD8::GFP staining pattern responsible for the early night sleep phenotype might be 

MBONs.  

The MBONs consist of 21 subtypes divided into three classes determined by 

neurotransmitter identity (GABA, acetylcholine and glutamate) with each MBON named on the 

basis of the MB lobe section(s) which it innervates  (Aso et al., 2014a). Visual inspection of 

ban>CD8::GFP brains revealed GFP-labeled MB extrinsic cells with centrally placed dorsal 

somata and strong innervation of the medial horizontal lobes (Figure 1B). The glutamatergic 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs, which have a previously described role in sleep (Aso et 

al., 2014a; Sitaraman et al., 2015a), have a very similar morphology as shown by 

MB011B>CD8::GFP staining (Figure 1C), suggesting that ban is expressed in these neurons. In 

order to test if ban regulates sleep via this cell-type, we drove ban-SP with the MB011B split-

GAL4. MB011B>ban-SP flies exhibited a significant reduction in total and nighttime sleep 

(Figure 1D), in addition to increased sleep latency (Figure 1E) compared to animals expressing 

a control scrambled sponge (scr-SP). Nighttime sleep loss was most severe in the early night 

ZT12-ZT18 period (Figure 1D). Interestingly, in contrast to the pan-neuronal adult knockdown 

results, ban knockdown in these MBONs had no effect on daytime sleep, indicating that the 

daytime sleep regulatory role of ban is likely mediated by different neurons. Importantly, 

knockdown of ban in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs had no effect on waking motor 

activity (Figure 1F), demonstrating that the effect of this microRNA was specific to sleep rather 

than affecting general motor behavior.  
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microRNAs exert their effects on cellular functions via inhibition of target mRNAs either 

through transcript degradation or translational silencing (Jonas and Izaurralde, 2015). microRNA 

knockdown leads to increased expression of its target mRNAs, either through increased RNA 

stability, translation or both. Knockdown of ban in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs 

should therefore lead to upregulation of ban target mRNAs. To identify candidate targets of ban, 

we performed fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and deep sequencing on 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs expressing GFP and ban-SP or scr-SP. Adult brains were 

dissected at ZT12 (the time of maximum sleep-loss- Figure 1D). GFP+ MBONs were isolated by 

FACS and total mRNA was sequenced using a modified SMART-seq2 protocol (Liu et al., 2017; 

Picelli et al., 2014). RNA sequencing and Differential Gene Expression edgeR analysis 

(Robinson et al., 2010) for three biological replications was then performed to identify mRNAs 

that were significantly upregulated in the ban knockdown condition (Figure 2A). The list of 

statistically significant upregulated genes was compared to lists of putative target mRNAs 

generated by two microRNA-mRNA target prediction algorithms, TargetscanFly7.2 (Agarwal et 

al., 2018; Ruby et al., 2007)  and DIANA-microT (Paraskevopoulou et al., 2013; Reczko et al., 

2012). This pipeline produced 3 candidate mRNAs that were both significantly upregulated in 

the ban knockdown condition and were predicted direct targets- UDP-glycosyltransferase family 

36 member D1 (Ugt36D1), Kelch (kel) and CCHamide-2 receptor (CCHa2-R) (Figure 2B).  

In order to determine if upregulation of these mRNAs is causative of the ban sleep loss 

phenotype, we overexpressed these genes within the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs and 

measured their effect on sleep. MB011B>Ugt36D1 flies exhibited normal sleep (supplementary 

figure 3), but both MB011B>kel and MB011B>CCHa2-R flies exhibited statistically significant 

reductions in early nighttime sleep (Figure 2C and 2D), with overexpression of kel having only a 

modest effect. These results suggest that ban may mediate its nighttime sleep-promoting effect 
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in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs partially through the negative regulation of these 

target mRNAs. 

Our results demonstrated that ban expression in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral 

MBONs is required for normal early nighttime sleep. However, the underlying physiological 

processes regulated by ban within these neurons were unknown. Given the previously 

characterized role of ban in the regulation of cellular proliferation and differentiation (Banerjee 

and Roy, 2017; Brennecke et al., 2003; Lerner et al., 2015; Weng and Cohen, 2015), we asked 

whether knockdown of ban in γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs led to an alteration in cell 

number or structure. Comparison of MB011B>CD8::GFP+ ban-SP to control 

MB011B>CD8::GFP+scr-SP brains revealed no differences in GFP+ cell number nor gross 

morphology (Supplementary Figure 4). These results suggest a novel adult role for ban in the 

regulation of behavior and cellular processes in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs.  

Given the normality of the structure of these MBONs, we hypothesized that ban had a 

role in regulation of their activity. It had been previously shown that dTrpA1-induced (Hamada et 

al., 2008) neural activation of the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs reduced sleep 

(Sitaraman et al., 2015a). In this same study, suppression of transmitter release using a 

temperature-sensitive dominant negative dynamin transgene (shibirets) (Kitamoto, 2001), did not 

affect sleep, suggesting a model in which MBONs modify baseline sleep levels only in response 

to salient information presented to the MB. Given that neuronal activation of the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs phenocopied the effect of ban knockdown on sleep, this 

suggested that knockdown of ban may increase activity in these neurons.  

To test this, we drove GCaMP6f, a calcium sensor, with GMR14C08-GAL4, a stronger 

driver for γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs. MBONs are downstream of an excitatory 

pathway that conveys olfactory information to the MB circuit; antennal lobe (AL) projection 
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neurons send excitatory inputs to Kenyon cells which in turn make excitatory connections upon 

MBONs (Aso et al., 2014a; Barnstedt et al., 2016; Ueno et al., 2013). This excitatory pathway 

was activated by a glass suction microelectrode placed on a subset of AL neurons and calcium 

dynamics in the dendrites of the ipsilateral group of γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs were 

recorded (Figure 3A, B) (Ueno et al., 2013; Ueno et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2008). Consistent 

with our hypothesis, GMR14C08>ban-SP+GCaMP6f MBONs exhibited a significantly higher 

mean dendritic ΔF/F0 calcium signal than control GMR14C08>scr+GCaMP6f MBONs when the 

AL was stimulated at ZT12, the time of maximal sleep loss (Figures 3C and 3D). Since ban 

knockdown reduces sleep in a time-of-day-dependent manner we asked whether the effect of 

ban knockdown on activity exhibited a similar pattern. Mirroring our behavioral results, AL 

stimulation at ZT0 and ZT6 produced calcium responses which were statistically 

indistinguishable from scr-SP controls (Figure 3D). These results demonstrate that ban 

negatively regulates the activity of the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs during the early 

night, but not during the day, in line with its effects on sleep.  

To ask if the increased neuronal activity associated with ban knockdown was causally 

related to the sleep loss phenotype we first confirmed that activation of the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs with the temperature-sensitive cation channel dTrpA1 

decreased nighttime sleep (Figure 3E) and that inhibition of MBON synaptic release with 

shibirets had no effect on baseline sleep (Supplementary Figure 5). We then hypothesized that if 

the hyperactivity associated with ban knockdown was causative for the sleep loss phenotype, 

inhibition of γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBON activity in ban-SP-expressing flies should 

rescue early night sleep. To test this we co-expressed ban-SP with shits. GMR14C08>ban-

SP+UAS-shits flies exhibited decreased nighttime sleep when tested at the permissive 

temperature of 18oC (Figure 3F), consistent with loss of ban activity. However, when tested at 

the restrictive temperature of 30oC (which blocks MBON synaptic signaling), GMR14C08-
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GAL4>ban-SP+shits flies exhibited sleep levels statistically indistinguishable from scr-SP 

controls (Figure 3F). The ability of shits to rescue the sleep loss phenotype indicates that ban 

knockdown enhances neurotransmission by MBONs which in turn inhibits nighttime sleep. 

These results demonstrate that ban-mediated control of neuronal activity within the wake-

promoting γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs acts to promote early nighttime sleep. 

Discussion 

microRNAs have emerged as key regulators of sleep and wake, but the cellular and 

physiological mechanisms via which individual microRNAs influence sleep remain largely 

uncharacterized. Here we show that the microRNA bantam (ban) promotes early nighttime 

sleep by decreasing the neuronal activity of the wake-promoting γ5β′2a, β′2mp, β′2mp_bilateral 

MBONs.  ban is a widely-expressed microRNA with well-characterized developmental roles in 

the specification of neuron number and morphology (Parrish et al., 2009; Song et al., 2012; 

Weng and Cohen, 2015). Known adult roles for ban have been largely limited to regulation of 

stem cells or other proliferative populations (Huang et al., 2014; Shcherbata et al., 2007) making 

the adult-specific role of ban in regulation of neuronal excitability a novel function for this 

microRNA. 

Down-regulation of ban produces a sleep loss phenotype largely restricted to the early 

night ZT12-18 period as well as an increase in sleep latency. A number of sleep-regulating 

genes exhibit patterns of sleep loss that are largely confined to the early night period (Cong et 

al., 2015) or have large effects on latency (Agosto et al., 2008). Conversely, other sleep-

regulating genes primarily contribute to late night sleep (Gmeiner et al., 2013; Kunst et al., 

2014). This may reflect the fact that early and late-night sleep represent physiologically distinct 

states under differential genetic and neuroanatomical regulation and which likely serve different 

functions. Mammalian sleep varies across the night with slow-wave non-REM sleep 

predominant during the early night and REM sleep more frequent during the late night. Early 
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and late-night sleep have also been shown to facilitate different aspects of sleep-dependent 

memory processing (Plihal and Born, 1997; Yordanova et al., 2008). Our data show that bantam 

is important in allowing the initiation of early night sleep by suppressing activation of the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs. 

Similar to mammalian sleep, Drosophila sleep is regulated by a widely distributed neural 

network (Shafer and Keene, 2021). The role of the mushroom body in the sculpting of 

responses to external conditions makes this structure uniquely suited to providing context-

specific regulation of sleep. Consistent with this, synaptic silencing of the 

γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs with shits (Sitaraman et al., 2015a), electrical silencing 

(with UAS-kir2.1) and induced apoptosis (with UAS-hid) of the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral 

MBONs  (data not shown) have no effect on basal sleep. A similar sleep regulation pattern was 

demonstrated for the wake-promoting C01+A05 neurons: knockdown of the calcium sensor 

Neurocalcin in these cells led to reduced sleep and increased neural activity, whereas electrical 

silencing of the cells had no effect on sleep (Chen et al., 2019). This supports a framework in 

which many of the identified sleep-regulating neurons may actually be conditionally-recruited 

loci that allow specific internal and external states to influence immediate sleep/wake probability 

but do not have major effects on sleep in normal conditions.   

We speculate that he γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs are activated by 

physiological or environmental factors that reduce sleep in response to competing motivational 

drives, with ban expression acting as the switch to turn neural activity off and on. These MBON 

neurons are known to be required for behaviors that might compete with sleep, including 

avoidance of aversive stimuli, aversion to pathogen-infected food, ingestion, startle-induced 

locomotion, and memory for visual and olfactory cues (Al-Anzi and Zinn, 2018; Aso et al., 

2014b; Kobler et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2015; Owald et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2018; Yamazaki et 

al., 2018). For the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs, recruitment into the sleep circuitry 
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likely also involves dopaminergic signaling since RNAi knockdown of the DopR1 and DopR2 

dopamine receptors in these cells lead to an increase in nighttime sleep (Driscoll et al., 2020). 

Dopaminergic input to this subclass of MBONs was previously shown to be excitatory and 

wake-promoting (Sitaraman et al., 2015b). Thus dopamine signaling and ban expression have 

opposite effects on sleep and neural activity at this locus. Whether or not ban and dopamine act 

via modulation of the same pathways in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs remains to be 

determined. 

The sleep-promoting effect of ban in the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs appears 

to be the result of regulation of several mRNA targets, including CCHamide-2 receptor and 

kelch. Kelch is a BTB-domain adaptor protein for the Cullin-3 ubiquitin E3 ligase that is involved 

in actin regulation (Hudson and Cooley, 2010; Kelso et al., 2002) and dendritic branching 

(Djagaeva and Doronkin, 2009). Cullin-3 and Insomniac, another BTB-domain adaptor protein, 

have been previously implicated in sleep (Pfeiffenberger and Allada, 2012). CCha2-R is a 

GPCR for the gut-derived peptide hormone CCHamide-2 which has a critical role in feeding and 

growth (Ren et al., 2015; Sano et al., 2015). Activation of the CCHa2-R receptor enhances 

calcium responses in these neuroendocrine cells (Sano et al., 2015), consistent with a role for 

CCHa2-R in promoting neural activity of MBONs. Activation of BRS3 (Bombesin receptor 

subtype-3), the human ortholog of  CCHa2-R depolarizes sleep-regulating orexin neurons in 

mice (Furutani et al., 2010), implying a parallel function for this receptor in activity regulation of 

mammalian sleep-relevant neurons. Interestingly, the BRS3 mRNA hosts an MRE for the 

mammalian ortholog of ban, miR-450b-3p (Ibanez-Ventoso et al., 2008; Paraskevopoulou et al., 

2013; Reczko et al., 2012) suggesting a highly conserved functional interaction between ban 

and this class of receptor.  
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Methods 

Drosophila Lines 

UAS lines include UAS-ban-SP and UAS-scramble-SP (Fulga et al., 2015), UAS-CD8::GFP 

(Lee and Luo, 1999), UAS-kelch (Hudson et al., 2015), 20XUAS-GCaMP6f (Chen et al., 2013), 

20XUAS-IVS-dTrpA1 (Hamada et al., 2008) and 20xUAS-IVS-Syn21-Shits (Pfeiffer et al., 2012). 

UAS-Ugt36D1 and UAS-CCha2-R lines were generated by cloning their cDNA sequences into 

the Drosophila expression vector pUASTattB which was then integrated into the attp40 PhiC31 

integration site on chromosome 2 (Bischof et al., 2007). Injections were performed by Rainbow 

Transgenic Flies Inc (Camarillo, CA).GAL4s include nSyb-GAL4, ban-Gal4 (generous gift of 

Sebastian Kadener, Brandeis University), OK107-GAL4 (Aso et al., 2009), TH-GAL4 (Friggi-

Grelin et al., 2003) and GMR14C08-GAL4 (Jenett et al., 2012). Split-GAL4s include MB011B 

(Aso et al., 2014a). GAL80 lines include tubulin-GAL80ts (McGuire et al., 2003).  

 

Drosophila Husbandry and Sleep Assay 

Flies were grown on standard cornmeal/ agar food supplemented with yeast. Drosophila Activity 

Monitor (DAM) system (TriKinetics, Waltham) was used to measure sleep (Donelson et al., 

2012). Female flies were loaded into glass sleep tubes containing a food mixture of 5% sucrose 

and 2% agar. Young female flies were housed with W1118 males >24 hours prior to loading in 

sleep tubes in order to ensure that flies were mated. Temperature was kept constant at 25oC 

throughout sleep recording unless otherwise noted. Flies were considered sleeping if they were 

inactive for five or more minutes (Hendricks et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2000). Sleep was 

averaged across 2-5 days unless otherwise noted. DAM data was analyzed using a custom 

MATLAB program called Sleep and Circadian Analysis MATLAB Program (SCAMP)(Donelson 

et al., 2012). For all sleep duration data, a D'Agostino-Pearson test was used to test for 
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normality. If normally distributed, data was tested with ANOVA or t test depending on the 

number of groups.  If not normally distributed, data was tested with a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA 

with Dunn’s multiple comparison test or with a Mann-Whitney test. Statistics were performed 

using GraphPad Prism.  

 

Immunohistochemistry  

Fly brains were dissected in ice cold Schneider’s Insect Medium (S2) and fixed in 2% 

paraformaldehyde for 55 minutes at room temperature. Brains were then washed 4X in PBS 

with .5% Triton X-100 (PBS-T) and then placed in blocking solution (PBS-T with 5% normal goat 

serum (NGS; Invitrogen)) for 90 minutes at room temperature. Incubation in primary and 

secondary antibodies was performed for 2-3 days at 4oC. Anti-GFP (raised in rabbit; Invitrogen) 

and anti-BRP (raised in mouse; monoclonal Nc82) were used at concentrations 1:1000 and 

1:25, respectively. Anti-rabbit Alexa Flour 488 and anti-mouse Alexa Flour 633 (both Invitrogen) 

were used at 1:500. Brains were then washed 4X times in PBS-T and placed in 2% 

paraformaldehyde for 4 hours at room temperature. Brains were washed 4X times in PBS-T and 

then mounted using Vectashield Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories). Slides were imaged 

on a Leica SP5 confocal microscope with a 63x objective. Maximum intensity Z projections were 

generated using FIJI software. 

 

FACS Sorting and RNA-seq of MBONs 

FACS was performed using a previously described protocol (Ma et al., 2021).  The brains of 

MB011B>UAS-CD8::GFP+UAS-ban-SP and control MB011B>UAS-CD8::GFP+UAS-scrm-SP 

mated female flies (3-4 days post-eclosion) were dissected in artificial hemolymph (AHL- 

108 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 8.2 mM MgCl2, 4 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4-H2O, 
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5 mM trehalose, 10 mM sucrose, 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.5) and 0.1 µM tetrodotoxin (TTX). Brains 

were collected in SM medium (active Schneider’s medium) and 0.1 µM TTX. Brains were then 

digested in Papain (Worthington PAP2, 50 unit/ml, with approximately 2 µl per brain) for 30 min 

and then quenched with 5X volume of SM media+TTX. Trituration was performed with flame-

rounded 1000 µl and 200 µl pipette tips. Filtration was performed with a 100 µm sieve. Cell 

sorting was performed using a BD FACS Melody using the GFP channel. Sorted cells were 

collected in an Eppendorf tube with 50µl lysis buffer (Dynabead mRNA purification kit, 

Invitrogen) and stored at -80oC.  

RNA sequencing was performed using a modified SMART-seq2 protocol (Li et al., 2017; Picelli 

et al., 2014). Briefly, mRNA was isolated from cells using a Dynabead mRNA purification kit 

(Invitrogen). Poly(A)-tailed RNA was reverse transcribed and PCR-amplified with 25 cycles. 

cDNA libraries were cleaned using AMPure beads (Agencourt). The resulting full-length cDNA 

was used as the input to the tagmentation based Nextera XT (Illumina) protocol to generate 

sequencing libraries. Two biological replications were sequenced on a Next-seq 500 platform 

with paired-end 75bp reads and one biological replication was sequenced on a Hi-seq platform 

with paired-end 150bp reads. Reads were aligned to the Drosophila genome (dm6) using STAR 

(Dobin et al., 2013). EdgeR was used to perform DGE on the aligned reads of the three 

biological replicates (Robinson et al., 2010). The list of predicted ban targets was generated by 

TargetscanFly7.2 (Agarwal et al., 2018; Ruby et al., 2007) and DIANA-microT 

(Paraskevopoulou et al., 2013; Reczko et al., 2012) using an miTG threshold of .5. 

 

GCaMP6f Imaging and Antennal Lobe Stimulation  

Calcium imaging was performed using a modified version of a previously published protocol 

(Ueno et al., 2013). All imaged flies were mated females, 4-5 days post-eclosion. GMR14C08 
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>UAS-ban-SP+GCaMP6f and GMR14C08 >UAS-scrm-SP+GCaMP6f brains were dissected in 

ice cold HL3.1 (Feng et al., 2004) and loaded into a recording chamber submerged in HL3.1. A 

glass microelectrode was used to stimulate one antennal lobe. The microelectrode was 

approximately one fourth the size of the antennal lobe. The microelectrode delivered a 

stimulation train of 20 0.12mA pulses at 100hz with a pulse width of 1 millisecond and an inter-

pulse interval of 9 milliseconds.  

Simultaneously, GCaMP signals were recorded from the dendritic arborizations of the 

β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs (identifiable by their distinct morphology). Imaging data was 

collected at an acquisition rate of 10Hz (100 millisecond exposure) at a 512x512 resolution 

using an Olympus microscope with a 40x objective. Only MBON dendrites ipsilateral to the 

stimulated Antennal Lobe were included in analysis. A ΔF/F0 was calculated for the baseline 

period (5 seconds prior to stimulus onset) and the max calcium response during antennal lobe 

stimulation. Statistical analysis (two-way ANOVA with Sidak post-hoc test) was performed using 

GraphPad Prism.  
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Figure 1.  bantam promotes nighttime sleep via the γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs 
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(A) Adult knockdown of ban. Sleep data for nSyb-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP, tubulin-GAL80ts and 
scramble controls raised at 17oC and tested at 29oC (mean± SEM). * represents P≤.0001 using 
the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. 

(B)  anti-GFP staining for the central brain of a representative ban-GAL4>UAS-CD8::GFP fly 
(63X). anti-BRP (nc82) used to stain neuronal anatomy (red). 

(C)  anti-GFP and anti-BRP staining for the brain of a representative MB011B>UAS-CD8::GFP 
fly (63X).  

(D) Sleep data for MB011B>UAS-ban-SP and scramble controls (mean± SEM). * represents 
P≤.05 and ** represents P≤.0005 using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test. 

(E) Sleep latency (minutes to fall asleep after night onset) for MB011B>UAS-ban-SP and 
scramble controls (mean± SEM). * represents P≤.05 for an unpaired t test. 

(F) Beam breaks per waking minute (general waking activity) for MB011B>UAS-ban-SP and 
scramble controls (mean± SEM). 
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Figure 2. bantam negatively regulates wake-promoting mRNAs in the 
γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs 
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(A) Schematic diagram of MBON sequencing paradigm  

(B) Venn diagram representing selection criteria for putative ban microRNA targets in the 
γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBONs. Table representing the three “hits”, their gene 
summarizations and their p-value significance for edgeR differential gene expression analysis.  

(C) Sleep data for MB011B>UAS-kel and parental line controls (mean± SEM). * represents 
P≤.001 using the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. 

(D) Sleep data for MB011B>UAS-CCHa2-R and parental line controls (mean± SEM). * 
represents P≤.05 using the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test or one-way 
ANOVA with Tukey multiple comparisons test.  
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Figure 3. bantam inhibits neural activity in the wake-promoting γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral 
MBONs 

(A) Schematic diagram of paradigm for antennal lobe (AL) microelectrode stimulation and 
γ5β′2a/β′2mp/β′2mp_bilateral MBON GCaMP6f recording  
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(B) GCaMP6f images showing representative dendritic Ca2+ responses of GMR14C08-
GAL4>UAS-ban-SP+UAS-GCaMP6f during baseline and during antennal lobe stimulation 

(C) ΔF/F time course for Ca2+ responses of GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-scrm-SP+UAS-GCaMP6f 
(grey) and GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP+UAS-GCaMP6f (red) dendrites to antennal lobe 
stimulation (orange arrow) at ZT12 (mean± SEM). 

(D) ΔF/F for Ca2+ responses of GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-scrm-SP+UAS-GCaMP6f (grey) and 
GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP+UAS-GCaMP6f (red) dendrites to antennal lobe stimulation 
(0.12mA) at ZT0, ZT6 and ZT12 (mean± SEM). * represents P≤.05 using two-way ANOVA and 
Sidak post hoc comparison. n of 8 for every timepoint.  

(E) Sleep data for MB011B>UAS-dTrpA1 and parental line controls tested for sleep behavior at 
29oC (mean± SEM). * represents P≤.01 using the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple 
comparison test. 

(F) Sleep data for GMR14C08>UAS-ban-SP+UAS-shits and GMR14C08>UAS-scrm-SP+UAS-
shits tested at 18oC and 29oC (mean± SEM). * represents P≤.01 using the Mann-Whitney-
Wilcoxon Test.   
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Supplementary Figure 1  

(A) Sleep latency (minutes to fall asleep after night onset) for nSyb-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP, tubulin-
GAL80ts and scramble controls raised at 17oC and tested at 29oC (mean± SEM). * represents 
P≤.0001 for an unpaired t test. 

(B) Developmental knockdown of ban. Sleep data for nSyb-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP, tubulin-
GAL80ts and parental line controls raised at 29oC and tested at 18oC (mean± SEM). * 
represents P≤.0001 using the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 

(A) Sleep data for OK107-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP and parental line controls (mean± SEM). 

(B) Sleep data for TH-GAL4>UAS-ban-SP and parental line controls (mean± SEM). * represents 
P≤.05 using the Kruskal-Wallis Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. ** represents 
P≤.0001 using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 

(A) Sleep data for MB011B>UAS-Ugt36D1 and parental line controls (mean± SEM). 
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Supplementary Figure 4 

(A) IHC anti-GFP staining for representative central brains of MB011B>UAS-CD8::GFP+UAS-
scrm-SP and MB011B>UAS-CD8::GFP+UAS-ban-SP flies. 

(B) Quantification of the number of GFP+ cells per brain. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 

(A) Sleep data for GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-shits and parental line controls at 18oC (mean± 
SEM). 

(B) Sleep data for GMR14C08-GAL4>UAS-shits and parental line controls at 29oC (mean± 
SEM). 
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